
This month brings us to Part 4 of
our Training Your Sales Staff
series. Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the

series appeared in the 2011 May, July
and September issues of ArrowTrade.
(PS, If you do not have the print copy
any longer, you can find the articles
by checking our archives at either of
our websites, arrowtrademag.com or
for dial-up internet users, at arrow-
trademagazine.com)

While I suggest that those of you
that have not read the complete
series do so following is a brief sum-
mary for your convenience and a
recap for those who have been fol-
lowing the series. 

Part 1: Identify Your Needs – 
Search for a candidate
Good people are the key to the

success of any business.
Before you can look for the right

people you must first determine your
specific needs and develop a job
description.

Focus your search for the right
person using your job description as
a guide.

Remember a good salesman
knows more about people than about
the product.

Don’t limit yourself to only
“archery people”. Your next great
salesperson could be found any-
where. 

Part 2: Initial Training 
Make sure your new employee

fully understands what is expected of
them. 

Take it slow and easy, building a
strong foundation with your employ-
ee that will result in a solid long term
relationship.

Provide an overview of shop pro-
cedures and policies.

Familiarize your employee with
all product lines.

Part 3: Introducing the 
Employee to Sales
Have your employee shadow you

or other sales staff on the sales floor.

Ease employee into sales slowly.
You also shadow employee to

observe their selling technique advis-
ing as required.

Part 4: Keeping Them Focused
If you have followed the steps to

date in this series your employee
should now be ready to assume a
position as an effective part of your
sales team. However, that does not
mean you can walk away and all will
be wonderful. 

When I was in the service I served
as an instructor at a military missile
school. Simply launching a missile
successfully is not the end of the mis-
sion. The missile must continually
receive slight corrections on its way to
the target. I remember during one
test firing a missile had been success-
fully launched from its mobile device.
It was off the pad and on its way to the

target when a new generator operator
at his first launch got so excited he
shut down the generator which sup-
plied power to the entire system. The
missile sensed the loss of corrective
signal and was programmed to self-
destruct. While no one was injured
lets just say that a lot of people had to
buy new underwear that day. The
same logic applies to your new
employee. You can’t just “launch” him
and walk away. It remains your
responsibility to “help” guide him
through the selling process. 

In order to “guide” your employee
it is important to help him identify
the critical components of a sale.
While all sales involve the same basic
steps regardless of the product, sell-
ing archery equipment is unique. The
customer comes to you because they
want to buy something. You don’t
have to waste time getting the cus-
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Keeping Them Focused

Jeremiah Plyer (right) manager of Wilde Arrow Archery located in Centerville, Utah is
shown here in the service area with full time employee Cody Jones. “All the employees at
Wilde Arrow are in constant contact on the sales floor as well as the repair area,” said
Jeremiah. “Communications is the key in any operation. By keeping everyone appraised
with what is going on in the shop at all times we can better serve the customer while
making the entire operation run smoother.”
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tomer interested in the product.
When they come through the door of
your archery shop they want to buy
something, today or in the near
future but they definitely want to buy
something. That alone makes the job
easier. Stress to the employee that he
does not have to “sell” the customer
but rather simply has to help them
make an equipment decision that
best fits their need and budget. With
that in mind let’s look at the basic
components of a sale.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
When a customer enters your

store acknowledge his presence. That
could be as simple as, “Hi, is there
something I can help you with
today?”  If you are familiar with the
customer and know them on a per-
sonal basis it is totally acceptable to
personalize the greeting such as, “Hey
Joe, What did you think of that ball
game last night?”  These statements
simply acknowledge the customer’s
presence and should be followed
quickly by statements that direct the
conversation to business similar to,
“What are you looking for today?”
The question is designed to not only
get a response from the customer but
get a sense of the customer’s needs or
intent. 

If you are with a customer and
someone walks in it is acceptable to
simply catch the customer’s eye and
acknowledge their presence with a
nod or simply “Hi”. They do not
expect you to stop helping your pre-
sent customer. Once they know you
saw them they will be more willing to
wait until you or someone else is free
to help them. Ignoring them is dan-
gerous since if they do not feel any-
one knows they are there they will be
more inclined to walk out after a
short period of time. Be careful also of
saying, “I’ll be with you in a minute,”
if you are in the middle of a sale
because the customer you are help-
ing will feel as if you are more inter-
ested in someone else and are trying
to push them along. 

When I operated my own pro
shop I got some interesting feedback
from a new customer who had been
referred to my shop. He was told,
“Kasun’s Archery Shop is a busy place
and you will have to wait but when it
is your turn they treat you like you are
the only person in the shop.”  It is
important to make every customer in
your shop feel like he is special.

DETERMINE 
YOUR CUSTOMER’S NEEDS

In order to properly help a cus-
tomer you must determine their
needs. I remember one of my college
roommates who was a rather plain
looking guy but he always dated the
prettiest girls. One day I asked him
how he managed to get such good
looking dates and he replied, “I ask
them.”  That’s pretty simple advice
when it comes to getting a date and it
also works with the customer.
Develop a line of questions that allow
you to hone in on what the customer
needs. If he is looking for a bow ask if
he will need accessories or will you be
transferring his old accessories to the
new bow?  Let’s assume a customer
comes in and says, “I would like to
look at a new sight.”  Some basic
questions would be, “target or hunt-
ing?”  If the answer is a hunting sight
the next questions might be, “Do you
like multiple pins or a single pin
sight?”  “What pin diameter do you
prefer?” might be another. Several
simple questions will help you nar-

row down the customer’s needs and
the models you stock that meet those
needs. “Did you have a price range in
mind?” should be the last question
asked. Determining the customer’s
needs first and price range last gives
you more information about how to
approach the sale. For example if a
new sight is the object you might say,
“We have a wide variety of sights that
will meet your needs. Let me show
you several that are in your price
range.”  The customer is now put at
ease for you indicated you can meet
his needs and budget. You have also
said that you have other sights in dif-
ferent price ranges. In case he does
not find exactly what he wants in the
price range he selected he is aware
that more expensive sights are avail-
able. However you are meeting his
needs to the best of your ability and if
he decides to move up in price it is his
decision. 

ASKING FOR THE SALE
At some point in a sale you will

find that you have answered all of
your customers questions, showed
him all of his options and it is the time
as they say, “To fish or cut bait.”  Some
people are slow to make up their
mind or feel uncomfortable in mak-
ing a commitment. At some point you
need to close the sale. Professional
sales people call this, “Asking for the
sale.”  This is the point at which you
need to say things like, “OK, do you
think we have everything you need?”

By Business Editor John Kasun
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“Will there be anything else?”  Will
this be cash or charge?”  “It will take
me about 40 minutes to put this all
together. Do you want to wait or
come back later?”  

I could go on with a thousand dif-
ferent statements but at some point
you need to determine the customer’s
commitment to buy. This is easy to do
when you get used to it but can be
frightening especially for a new sales
person. Tim Kent, president of Theory
13 Creative LLC, a marketing group
said, “The downfall of most sales peo-
ple is their fear of rejection. They find
it difficult to close or ask for the sale.
It is natural as all people take rejec-
tion personally. The customer will
make his purchase decision on many
factors few of which you as a sales
person control. As long as you have
presented the products completely
and honestly the customer is the one
that must decide if he truly wants the
items being discussed and if he can
afford it. It is not personal.”

Asking for the sale actually takes a
lot of pressure off of the customer. He
may be having a hard time commit-
ting to the sale or has decided that he
cannot afford it or has changed his
mind about buying the product and
is just looking for some way to end
the situation. Asking for the sale in
the manner described above actually
relieves that pressure either way. By
asking for the sale the salesperson is
actually helping the customer make a
decision.

PLANTING THE SEEDS FOR
THE NEXT SALE    

In many ways sales are like plant-
ing a garden. You can’t pick the veg-

etables if you don’t plant the seeds.
The best time to plant seeds for a
future sale is when you are closing
this sale. Everyone is on a budget and
few people buy everything they want
or need at one time. Making a pur-
chase is an exciting thing for the cus-
tomer as it is a combination of fulfill-
ment and anticipation at the same
time. At that moment the customer

feels good and because of that feeling
is very receptive to suggestion. It is
the perfect time to say something
like, “When you stop back in the next
time remind me to show you the new
hard-shell bow cases we now have in
inventory. They are great for travel
and are lockable so they are also good
to store your bow in at home. “There
are a thousand things to suggest but
the point is planting the seed in the
customers mind for a future sale.
Planting the seed does not mean you
will have a guaranteed sale but with-
out suggesting an item for future con-
sideration your chances for that sale
are greatly reduced. 

I was in my local hardware store
the other day and noticed the counter
display of small flashlights. As I
checked out I asked the clerk, “Do you
sell many of these little lights?”
“Everyone is buying them,” She
responded by taking one from the
display and showing me the various

Cody Jones (left) of Wilde Arrow Archery located in Centerville, Utah works with a cus-
tomer on his bow set-up. “When the shop gets busy things can get hectic but it is impor-
tant to focus on the customer you are serving and get that job done right before moving
on,” Cody explained.
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features. As she put it back in the rack
she continued, “I am planning on get-
ting two for myself, one for my house
and one for the car.”  As I turned to
leave I watched two customers who
had overheard the conversation pick
up the lights for a closer examination.
She had planted the seeds for a sale. It
could be today or someday in the
future but her actions will result in a
sale.

THANKS 
It is only human nature to want to

be appreciated and to be welcomed
back. Be sure to thank the customer
for his business assuring them you
are here to stand by his purchase with
information or service and you look
forward to seeing him back in the
future. It is a simple gesture that peo-
ple will remember and it will make a
positive impression on the customer.

SUMMARY  
This four part series on Training

Your Sales Staff could have been a
forty part series because of the depth
of the subject. The tips and tech-
niques outlined in the series provide
basic guidance for yourself and your
staff. Selling is a mental game that
requires confidence and the only way
to gain confidence is to do it again
and again trying to get better each
time.

In closing, I would like to recom-
mend periodic meetings with your
sales staff to review individual cus-
tomer situations that have arisen and
how they were handled. Your entire
sales staff will benefit and grow more
professional by sharing their experi-
ences. Personally I am addicted to
sales and find it challenging, reward-
ing and most of all fun. Relax and
focus on the customer and your
efforts will be rewarded with a bigger
bottom line. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and regular writing
duties with ArrowTrade, John Kasun
is an outdoor seminar speaker and a
business consultant with experience
in corporations large and small. He
can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS: Call Matt Granger
at 888-796-2084 if you did not receive our 2012 Media Kit.
You can also download a PDF copy at arrowtrademag.com
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